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FROM THE EDITOR:  GV, GVR Need Expansion Vote   
 

In the last six months, we’ve turned your local newspaper upside-down. In 

January, we combined Sports and Easy Living to create Get Out! We moved some 

things around, added a columnist or two, tinkered with the weather and added a 

Home & Garden section.  

We even went so far this month as to introduce a new masthead, perhaps the 

most dramatic change a newspaper can make.  

We were sure of two things during the process. First, we wanted your input every 

step of the way, including ongoing feedback. Next, we didn’t have an option. This 

was going to happen — because when good organizations evolve they get even 

better.  

Good organizations don’t stand still.  

Green Valley Recreation is on the same path. On Monday, GVR will send ballots to 

its members asking one question: Should we grow?  

But actually, there are bigger questions here: Should we remain relevant? Should 

GVR greet the future on its own terms and with confidence — or keep wondering 

what’s around the corner?  

The answer should be an overwhelming yes to expansion.  

GVR isn’t perfect, but overall it has been a good steward of its resources and has 

enriched the lives of thousands of people. Members have access to dozens of 

clubs, 13 rec centers, swimming pools, ceramics, computer club, wood shop, 

concerts, scores of classes, and on and on. For only about $450 a year.  

I don’t know any community that comes close to offering services like that, and 

for that cost.  
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I’ve heard all the arguments against GVR expansion but I can’t buy into any of 

them.  

•“Our dues will go up.” Yes, but this doesn’t have anything to do with boundary 

expansion. In fact, approving the measure could ultimately reduce or delay dues 

increases. Operation and maintenance costs nearly always go up, rarely down. It 

just happens that way. Drawing more people wouldn’t make GVR rich but it 

would help sustain what’s there and build for the future. Doing nothing will cost 

members much more in the long-run.  

•“Our rec centers will be overrun.” Overcrowding has never been a big issue in 

GVR and that won’t change with the addition of eight neighborhoods. When it 

comes time to build a new rec center, GVR will get help from builders who have a 

stake in the community remaining strong. That’s how it was done with the last rec 

center, Canoa Ranch, which opened in December 2008.  

• “We’ll be overrun with kids!” No, you won’t. They’re already in Sahuarita, which 

is where most families headed this way end up. Nobody is suggesting GVR’s 

primary customer be anything other than an age restricted community.  

But those of us who don’t belong to GVR also have a big interest in this election. If 

GVR loses its edge, so does Green Valley. As home construction ramps up, it’s vital 

that new neighborhoods come under the umbrella of Green Valley Recreation. 

Not having newer, more desirable homes in GVR could harm home values and, 

ultimately, undercut the mission of the organization.  

The GVR expansion vote isn’t just about recreation and dues, it’s about Green 

Valley’s future – and, sure, maybe a future you won’t even be here to see.  

We need a change in both culture and mindset that takes our commitment and 

planning beyond the next 10 years. This vote isn’t just about you, it’s about those 

who may not arrive for another decade or two. They will demand and expect a 

strong GVR that will deliver in ways we’re not even thinking about yet. But that 

can’t happen if it fails to take this crucial step of expanding its boundaries and 

consider different ways of doing business that will allow it to remain a player. 
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Green Valley is going to grow, that’s a fact. If GVR doesn’t grow and change with 

it, it will be left behind.  

Risky? A little. But not as risky as sitting on the sidelines. GVR must lead the 

charge into the future.  

Expansion is the first step.  

— Dan Shearer 


